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I. LetX, Y be R. mflds, THINK:hyperbolic
surfaces

fix- Y a piecewise smoothmap.

· The energy off is Elf)=( Ddfl"
let e =Sp. smookmays X to Y, = f 3.

E:2 -1

of is harmonic iff is a critical pt. of E.

i.e. #1
=
E(exp,tV) =0, for all Ye Tie

4 * **
X

---- un
X

Y



· The tension field off is +1) =-gradEf =T,e
f harmonic =x I(f) =0

-

#Intuitively, IH)(x) points from f(x) tothe

barycenter ofthe f-image ofpoints nearby x.

rt(f)x

↓ barycenter of
- push-forwad(Xr)a Harmonic maps

up to54
UPSHOT:

X are well-balanced
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The-Sampson):Suppose X is compact,
and Y is non-pos, curved.

Then
to =f

converges as t-

THINK: E fz =t(f) to a harmonic map ↓ If.
Gradient flow

for E!
Nm (Hartman). Ifrank (f) > 1 and Y is mycurved,

ois unique and smooth.

DISCRETIZATION
GOAL:

t

CONVERGENCE



MAIN THM (OLM):
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LetX,Y be compacthyperbolizable NPC surfaces,

fix-y, deg(f) =0, 0 If harmonic.

If3GnY is a seq. oftriangulations of Xobtained

by midpt, refinementwhich is strongly acute, then

the barycentric interpolation ofthe corresponding
discrete harmonic maps converge to 4 in 12.

NB. of. Bartels:
· Imidpointrefinement ( Xu o SGn] is "logarithmically

· (strongly acute) all angles of 3G-3 are 30, /right-angled"
%.Ibarn(r6x

+s6+t6c) b/c NPC
· (barycentric interpolation) u- n I I

Cr,s,t) =2 =1R
38

· (convergence inL did,in) =(,d(4(x).an(x))dxox(x)
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#

.Discretization
O

Mx

· Let G =a triangulation ofX, endowed
.

o
Wxy

⑧

withpositive edge weights =Swxy:x-y 3
y My

vertexweights = [Mx3 i

· Letto "discrete 2"= YV(U) s- so am

R. mfld!

with Tea =0 T Y for me to,U u(X)

and inner product (0,0) =0 MxX, Yaxx)W

For us, way=
"cotwts"
-
=(-J)

↑x ="area wts" =Icot0: !
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· The discrete energy ofnetc is Ea(n) =[wxyd"(u(x),u(y)
x-y

and u is discrete harmonic if it's a critptof Eg:to->R

· The discrete tension field ofweto is given by

Ta(n) =- graduEc eT 2aU

->

- ↓Ex Wxy u(x)u(y)

- u is discrete harmonic Ex <g(u) =08>
U (y)
-

Discrete harmonic maps⑭ so,
are (discretely) well-balanced

2 I⑧

-
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⑧

(1) the discrete energy Eq is STRONGLY COUvex

(2) cotan weights are BETTERthan you think

Ito 32 order!) atmostvertices.

13) On 0, 2 sdo admita STRONGERcomparison

(THINK:(A2)*) man you expect, nearby the D.H.M.

(2) +(s) are for50H) == (t) I



(1) Def. g:M-R is <-convexif(goU)", &

A

speed geodesics w

Ex.Ihm:If Y is NPC and

deg(f) F0 then

EC is x-convexwhere of it, c =min Wxy
A =IMx
D =diam (G)

Q:Smooth analogue?

&cture:Actually = 1, provided A, w =1
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-
(2) emma. IfG is hexaparallel atx,

then cotangent -area weights satisfy:
i.e. up toGLR

(i) wx((xy) =0 never
(ii) wxyq(x) = 2trg i quadratic a

y -x

(iii) ExWxy0(xy) =0 X cubic y

&

via midpointrefinementthen most
IDEA:IfSG,3 is obtained

-vertices are aprimately hexaparallel.
/
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(3) "For free":do (u, w) = I deln, wh
where r-edge lengthofG

Inm ·Letkx0. 7C=C(K) s.t.: If wet has Lip (w) = K,

and u is DHM, do(n,w) - C. di(n,w). (log)

"Proof": U is balanced, so going from wo u,-

ifsome pt. xmoves a lot, then many pts

nearby move a lotas well.
D ·

ix-0
&:Smooth analogue? ·~->*

·Twix >D-Kr
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